
Studying molecular interactions is both essential and challenging for several reasons. Biological systems are inherently 
complex, involving numerous molecules engaging with each other in intricate ways. Understanding these interactions is 
critical for unravelling biological processes like signal transduction, enzyme kinetics, and gene regulation. Moreover, 
molecular interactions are pivotal in both molecular engineering and the development of drugs. It's crucial to compre-
hend how a drug molecule interacts with its target at the molecular level to create e�ective and safe medications. 
Furthermore, numerous diseases, including cancer and autoimmune disorders, originate from abnormal molecular 
interactions. Investigating these interactions can o�er insights into disease mechanisms and potentially lead to novel 
therapies. 

General Mechanism of the system
To determine the molecular interactions between the target molecules, most frequently proteins are immobilized on a 
sensor surface and a sample containing a potential interacting partner in solution is injected over the surface through a 
series of flow cells.

During the interaction, polarized light is directed toward the sensor surface and the angle of minimum intensity reflected 
light is detected. This angle changes as molecules bind and dissociate and the interaction profile is thus recorded in 
real-time in a sensorgram. 

�

• Assessing the precision of an interaction by examining the degree of binding between di�erent pairs of 
molecules.

• Exploring the dynamics and strength of an interaction by studying how molecules interact according to 
molecular interaction models.

• Assessing the concentration of molecules within a sample by measuring the response elicited from that sample.

• Examining the likeness among samples, such as distinct batches of a biotherapeutic drug, by evaluating the 
similarities in curve shapes between the batches.

Exploring Molecular Interactions
Through Surface Plasmon Resonance

Aragen Life Sciences has established a state-of-the-art facility (Biacore™ T200 system) to study the molecular 
interactions that allows monitoring the interaction between molecules in real time using the phenomenon of 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Some of the questions that can be answered using the systems include.



Streamlined and high quality SPR data in key applications
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based sensors are used to study a wide range of molecular interactions in real-time 
and are applied as powerful tools in research and drug discovery throughout, quality control, and drug-release testing. 
Interactions involving of any kind of molecule from organic compounds to proteins, nucleic acids, glycoproteins, and 
even viruses and whole cells can be studied by the system. Since the response is a measure of the change in mass 
concentration, the response per molar unit of interactant is proportional to the molecular weight (smaller molecules 
give lower molar responses).
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Visualizing molecular interactions in real-time using SPR label-free technology
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Ligand – analyte binding visualizing in real-time
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The range of kinetic and a�inity constants that can be 
determined with this system covers much of the range 
found in biomolecular interactions. However, careful assay 
development, sensor surface preparation and sample 
preparation are necessary for achieving the highest 
sensitivity and reproducibility.

Interaction Constant

Association rate (ka)

Dissociation rate (kd)

A�inity (KD)

Typical Range

103 to 107 M-1s-1

10-5 to 0.5 s-1

pM to mM

Data Visualization and Sensogram
The systems monitor the interaction between two molecules, of which one is attached to the sensor surface and the 
other is free in solution. A sensorgram is a plot of response against time, showing the progress of the interaction. This  
sensorgramis displayed during the analysis. During sample injection, a positive response can be viewed in the 
sensorgram, when analyte (the interacting partner in solution) binds to the ligand (the interaction partner that is 
attached to the sensor surface). The response decreases during dissociation. A�er an analysis cycle is completed, 
regeneration solution is passed over the sensor chip, removing bound analyte, preparing the chip surface for the next 
analysis cycle. The schematic illustration in the le� shows a typical sensorgram. The bars below the curve indicate the 
solutions that pass over the sensor surface.
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Binding - Does the interacting partner bind to the target molecule?

Specificity- To what extent does an interacting partner cross-react with other molecules?

Concentration- How much of a given molecule is present and active?

Stoichiometry- In what ratio does the ligand and the analyte bind to each other?

Kinetics- What are the rates of association and dissociation?

A�inity- How strong is the binding?

Range of kinetic and a�inity measurements

To know more about our services or to speak with our subject experts write to us at bd@aragen.com


